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COALINGITE, A NEW MINERAL FROM THE NEW IDRIA
SERPENTINITE, FRESNO AND SAN BENITO

COUNTIES, CALIFORNIA
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AesrRect

A new mineral, coalingite, has been identified in the surface weatherr'ng zone of the New
rdria serpentinite, Fresno and San Benito counties, california. rt occurs to a depth of 2G-
30 ft as soft, reddish-brown platelets, 0.1 to 0.2 mm in size, with resinous luster. Individual
grains are contaminated with either chrysotile or a pyroaurite mineral, intimately inter-
grown with the coalingite, which has prevented the separation of absolutely pure fractions
of this phase. Analyses of four concentrates and of a nearly-pure, hand-picked 500-mg
sample have yielded the following empirical formula: MgroFer(COs)(OIH)z+.ZIfl'zO.

Coalingite is uniaxial (-), withe :1.563 and o:1.594. It is pleochroic from golden-
brown to colorless and is length slow. The measure density is 2.32 g/cc. x-ray diffraction
studies clearly distinguish coalingite from closely related minerals such as brucite, pyro-
aurite, hydrotalcite and brugnatellite and suggest hexagonal symmetry. Differential
thermal analyses of coalingite show three endothermic peaks at about 1750, 3100 and
4000 C' Thermal gravimetric analyses, r-ray difiraction and infrared absorption studies of
heated specimens suggest that at about !20o c. a reversible dehydration takes place, ac-
companied by a rearrangement of the carbonate ions. At about 260" c. further rearrange-
ment occurs without loss of co2, and at about 3200 c. both coz and hydroxyl water are
evolved from the lattice, and a periclase phase is formed.

x-ray and petrographic studies of dense, dark green, unweathered portions of residual
serpentinite, and of brown, friable, highly weathered counterparts indicate that coalingite
Iorms'in situ ftom pre-existing brucite, an important constituent of the serpentinite. EIec-
tron probe analyses have shown the presence of up to 18 weight per cent iron in brucite
from this body, sufficient to form coalingite directly without the introduction of iron from
an external source. These data, combined with the observed transformation of brucite-rich
specimens to coalingite in the laboratory after beng exposed to the atmosphere Ior several
months, strongly indicate that coalingite is formed by the oxidation and carbonation of
iron-rich brucite in the surface weathering zone of the serpentinite. Artinite and hydro-
magnesite are also found in the weathering zone, but are decidedly later and probably
precipitated directly from magnesium-rich ground waters.

The name coalingite (ko1-ind-git) is proposed for this new mineral referring to the
nearby town of Coalinga, California. It is likely that many of the so-called "ferrobrucites,"
inadequately described in the literature, are actually coalingite or coalingite-rich mixtures.

INtnoouctroN

Although the New Idria serpentinite body has been recognized for over
one hundred years and has been described in some detail bv several au-

1 Present address: U. S. Geological Survey, Menlo park, Caiifornia.
2 Present address: Department oi Geology, University of Massachusetts, Amherst,

Mass.
3 Present address: Department of Mineralogy, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah
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thors, including Eckel and Myers (1946) and Coleman (1957)' it was not

unti l 1958 that the potential value of the short-f iber asbestos present in

certain areas of this mass was recognized. Since that t ime, however, the

New Idria serpentinite has been thoroughly explored by several mining

companies and more than 300 claims have been fi.led on this deposit with-

in the last six years. During this period the town of Coalinga, California,

became the headquarters for the asbestos exploration activit ies, hence

the deposit became known as the Coalinga asbestos deposit.

The New Idria serpentinite is located in Fresno and San Benito

Counties, California, about 35 miles northwest of Coalinga, and covers an

area about 5 b.v 17 miles in size.'Ihe intrusive serpentinite l ies almost

directly along the axis of the Coalinga anticline, where it forms resistant

ridges surrounded by lower, rounded hil ls. Both the serpentinite and the

asbestos deposits located in the southeastern third of the body are com-

posed almost entirely of members of the serpentine group of minerals,

primarily chrysotile. Minor quantities of brucite and magnetite are also

present, as are traces of chromite, calcite and uvarovite garnet. One of

the most striking features of the deposit is the oxidized appearance of the

asbestos ore at the surface. Fresh, unaltered ore is gray-green in color and

whitens upon standing. At the surface, however, the ore is reddish-brown,

obviously due to the presence of oxidized iron.
During the mineralogical examination of samples from the surface

rveathering zone, the presence of small (0.1 to 0.2 mm) mica-like platelets

of a brown, translucent mineral was noted. The optical and r-ray dif irac-

tion properties of this phase could not be matched with those of any

known mineral and, therefore, the existence of a new mineral species was

postulated. A detailed examination of this material was made, the results

of which are presented here, confirming this hypothesis. The name

coaiingite (kol-ing-git) is proposed for this new mineral referring to the

nearby town of Coalinga, California. This mineral has been approved by

the Commission on New Minerals, International Mineraiogical Associa-

tion.

Goorocrc OccunnBwcB

The Coalinga asbestos deposit bears l itt le resemblance to most of the

well-known asbestos deposits of the world, since individual fibers of

chrl-soti le are nowhere visible to the naked eye. It resembles a gigantic

pile of highly sheared and pulverized serpentine, having little strength or

coherence. Scattered throughout the body, however, are hard, competent

masses of residual serpentinite, varying in size from fractions of an inch

to boxcar dimensions, which have apparentll' withstood the intense de-

formation and today stand out as resistant outcrops and "boulders," sur-
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rounded b1' much softer, friable asbestos material. Although it is essen-
tiall.v absent from the ore at depth, coalingite is abundant in the surface
weathering zone oI the serpentinite. The brown-colored weathering zo., 'e
normally extends to a depth of about twenty or thirty feet and covers the
entire body. A closer examination reveals that within this zone, the resid-
ual serpentinite fragments and "boulders,,appear to be highly oxidized,
while the soft, friable asbestos material surrounding them is relatively
unchanged and only slightly discolored. serpentinite "boulders" close to
the surface are highly oxidized and extremely friable, disintegrating
readily upon standing, into a soft, brown powder.

A member of the hydrotalcite-pyroaurite group is also abundant, and is
intimately associated with both coalingite and serpentine in many sam-
ples. Neither mineral has heretofore been recognized from this deposit.
The hydrous magnesium carbonates, artinite and hydromagnesite, are
also abundant in the surface weathering zone. Artinite occurs as radiating
white needles, usually a few millimeters in length, and is commonly found
as surface coatings on residual serpentine fragments. Hydromagnesite oc-
curs as small, white concretions, varying in size from about lf 16,, to 1,,.
Areas have been noted in which hydromagnesite makes up about t0/6 to
25/6 oI the surface ore, scattered throughout the green asbestos matrix.
Soft, chalk-like hydromagnesite has also been found in veins up to an
inch thick, associated with fractures and cavities in the residual serpen-
tinite masses. Both of these phases definitely appear to be secondary, in
that they have probably precipitated directly from the Mg-rich, COz-
rich ground waters which saturate the upper part of the ore.

Hand specimens of coalingite are reddish-brown and have a resinous
luster. Although these masses appear to be almost pure coalingite, they
usually contain no more than about 25-5070 of this mineral, the remain-
der being mainly serpentine. Individual plates or stacks of plates of
coalingite can be seen, although these are almost invariably contaminated
by intimately intergrown chrysotile andf or hydrotalcite. Heavy liquid,
magnetic, sedimentation and other purif ication techniques all yielded
high-grade concentrates, but none produced a pure end product. A 500
milligram pure sample was prepared by Mr. p. pezzella who tediously
hand-picked 200-mesh size grains from some of these concentrates under
the binocular microscope. Even this sample proved to be contaminated
by intimatelv intergrown laths of hvdrotalcite, as shown by x-ray diffrac-
tion and microscopic examinations.

Individual grains of coalingite are quite soft, with an estimated hard-
ness of about 1 or 2, and are deep, reddish-brown in color. Coalingite
forms plates and resembles phlogopite both in direct and transmitted
Iight. Equant grains, however, are also abundant in most samples.
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X-nay DrnnnacrroN pnoponrrBs

The unique character of coalingite was first recognized by means of its
distinctive c-ray diffraction pattern. The powder dif iraction data of a
hand-picked sample of coalingite are presented in Table I, along with
those of several related phases. Most studies were made with a Norelco
High Angle Diffractometer or a 114.6-mm diameter powder camera,
using Ni-filtered cu Ka radiation. From these data and from the tracings
shown in Fig. 1, the r-ray diffraction pattern of coalingite can easily be
distinguished from those of the hydrotalcite-pyroaurite group, and from

COALAre|TE

COAL/NGITE_K

SJOGREN|TE

ARUC|TE
. 'rvtqr./&4F.eJha.44

L r  r l l r r r l r l r , l r r r
z to zd-=--- 30

"2OCuKa RADIATION

Frc. 1. X-ray diffraction tracings of coalingite and related minerals. Hydrotalcite from
Snatum, Norway; sjdgrenite from Lingban, sweden, New york Museum of Naturar His-
tory No. 19820; brucite from Lodi, Nevada.

Ir-l

HYDROTALC/TE
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that of brugnatell i te. Although minor variations in the optical properties

of coalingite have been noted (uid.e inJra) no differences in the r-ray pat-

terns of many samples of coalingite could be detected.

Preliminary single cr,vstal studies by Mrs' G. Faulring have suggested

hexagonal symmetry for coalingite. Attempts at indexing the powder dif-

fraction pattern, however, have been largely unsuccessful, due to the

presence of both sharp and difiuse reflections. These data indicate that

the specimen examined may be either a faulted single phase or an inti-

mate mixture of two phases having the same orientation. AII attempts at

separating coalingite into separate phases have faiied and all products

give rise to r-ray diffraction patterns having the same relative peak inten-

sities. In ad"dition, chemical anal.vses of several different concentrates of

coalingite each yield essentially the same empirical formula'

A material closely related to coalingite was found by Mr' R' J' Kron-

khyte during the processing of the Coalinga asbestos ore and has been

temporarily designated as "coalingite-K." The :r-ra,v pattern of "coal-

ingite-K" listed in Table I ernd shown in Fig. 1 is similar to that of

coalingite, although the peaks are shifted. Although the lack of material

has prevented a chemical anaiysis of this material, "coalingite-K" prob-

ably represents a compositional variation of "normal" coalingite. To

date "coalingite-K" has been found in only one small hand specimen'

X-ra,v diffraction studies of impure concentrates of the hydrotalcite-

pyroaurite material indicate that this phase is the rhombohedral poly-

morph of this group, that is, either hydrotalcite or pyroaurite, rather

than manasseite or sjcigrenite. The cell dimensions of the aluminum end-

member, hydrotalcite, and the iron end-member, p;-roaurite, are too

close for an unequivocal identification of this phase b-v the r-ray diffrac-

tion techniques used.

Oprrc,lr- PnoPBnrros

The optical properties of coalingite were determined b,v ordinary im-

mersion techniques and are l isted in Table II, along with data for other

reiated phases. Coalingite is readily identif ied optically bf its indices of

refraction which are s1ightl1,' higher than those of minerals with which

it might easily be confused, such as pyroaurite, sjdgrenite, brugnatell i te,

etc. LInder the microscope it resembles phlogopite at f irst glance, in that

it is platy, is markedly pleochroic from golden brown (or) to colorless (e),

and is uniaxial negative. The opticai properties of coalingite are not dis-

similar from those reported in the l iterature for various "ferrobrucites,"

although the latter materials have never been completely characterized

and cannot be considered as valid mineral species (see, for example,

Abovyan, 1957; Meixner, 1937). The optical properties of coalingite are
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also similar to those reported by Ginzburg and Rukavishnikova (1951)
for several types of pyroaurite from the Urals. The indices of refraction
of these materials, however, are considerably higher than those reported
for most pvroaurites, and the r-ray diffraction pattern, chemical analyses
and DTA diagrams reported by these authors allow a clear distinction to
be made between coalingite and these particular types of pyroaurite.

In transmitted Iight most coalingite grains occur as deep golden-brown,
non-pleochroic plates that l ie on or near a prominent parting plane or
cleavage (basal?). Under crossed polars, many of these plates are sensibly
isotropic and yield uniaxial negative interference figures. Some, however,
lvhich are visibly strained and exhibit undulant extinctions, t-ield anoma-
lous biaxial negative figures with axial angles varying from 5o to 20o.
Elongate grains oriented normal to the plates show marked pleochroism,
from deep golden brown to colorless, with absorption co)e, moderately
strong birefringence and length slow orientation. The indices of refrac-
tion of coalingite show a moderate amount of variation in different con-
centrates, within a single concentrate, and in some instances, within a
single 200 mesh-size grain which is otherwise in optical continuity. The
indices of refraction determined on different grains of coalingite were
found to varv within the following l imits:

o  1 . 5 8 8
e  1 . 5 6 0

1 . 5 9 2 1 .594
1.564 I  563

1.606 a I l  +  0 .002
r .) /.)

@-e  0 .028 0 028 0 . 0 3 1 00031

Although the indices of individual grains vary within narrow limits,
the maximum birefringence and absorption remain essentially constant.
Elongate grains, showing the maximum birefringence are commonly
striated parallel to the elongation (the slow vibration direction), suggest-
ing that the observed variations in the indices of refraction result from
the alternate stacking of layers or plates of slightly different composition.
Since the compositional variation does not appear to be of sufficient
magnitude to produce a measurable shift in the r-ray diffraction pattern
of different samples of coalingite, the attendant index of refraction spread
is probably due to slight variations in the degree of hydration, rather than
to changes in the Mg:Fe ratios, or in the COa orientation, which might
be expected to modify the total birefringence as well as the values of the
indices.

In the case of "coalingite-K," marked changes in both the indices of
refraction and the total birefringence have been noted (Table II). All
grains of "coalingite-K" appear to be strained and show biaxial negative
interference figures, with axial angles varying from near 0o to 10o, sug-
gesting that this phase is only pseudo-hexagonal, whereas coalingite
proper may be hexagonal.
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SpBcrlrc Gnevrrv

The specific gravity of coalingite was determined on grains averaging
between 150 and 200 mesh in size, using the heavy l iquid technique. Two
independent determinations yielded the values 2.32 and 2.33 g/ cc at
24" C. for the specific gravity of coalingite. These data are compared with
the densities of related minerals in Table II. The slightly lower density of
"coalingite-K" (-2.25 g/cc) suggests a somewhat lower iron content for
this variety, compared with coalingite proper. This value was determined
on single grains on a Berman balance.

CuBltcrlr CouposrrroN

As mentioned above, the separation of pure coalingite has been a near-
impossible task, and even the most highly purified, hand-picked con-
centrates were still found to be contaminated with intimately intergrown
hydrotalcite andfor chrysoti le. Four concentrates, however, each con-
taining a different amount of chrysotile impurity and with a minimum of
hydrotalcite, were prepared by heavy media and magnetic separation
techniques. Chemical analyses of these samples and of the hand-picked,
"pure" sample are listed in Table III along with rationalized mole per-
centages calculated from these data. These calculations were carried out
by deducting from each analysis the amount of chrysotile that was esti-
mated from the sil ica content of the analysis. Calcite was also subtracted
in the same manner, using the CaO value from the analysis. The data
were then rationalized into atomic ratios and the following formula ob-
tained for coalingite : MgroFez(CO3) (OH)14. 2HzO. The mole percentages
of all analyses and of the proposed empirical formula are also listed in
Table IIL

Coalingite is chemically similar to the so-called "ferrobrucites" in the
Iiterature and it is not unlikely that many of these substances are actualll'
coalingite or coalingite-rich mixtures. More comprehensive rc-ray diffrac-
tion and optical studies of "ferrobrucite" materials are needed to provide
reliable identif i cations.

h+rnanBn AssonprroN PnopnnrrBs

Infrared absorption patterns of coalingite and several related minerals
were recorded using a Perkin-Elmer Model 221, double-beam, infrared
spectrophotometer, with rock salt optics. The KBr pellet technique was
used in which the sample concentration was held constant at 0.25/6.
From the patterns l isted in Fig.2, it is apparent that the infrared spec-
trum of coalingite closely resembles those of members of the hydrotalcite-
pyroaurite group, and is considerably different from those of other
hydrous magnesium carbonates, such as artinite and hydromagnesite.
The coalingite pattern is characterizedby the presence of the stretching

1901
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Tesln IIL Cnrurcer, ANer,vsrs oF CoALTNGTTE CoxcrNrnamsl

487-20-1 487-20-2
Wt,-Ta Concen- Concen-

trate trate

487-20-3 481-20-1
Concen- Concen-

trate trate

487 -27 -1

"Pure"
Fraction2

SiOr 11 . 13
MgO 45.49
FeO 0 .  11
FezOo 14 87
CaO 0 64
COr 3 03
HrO(+)  24 .66

4 . 8 2
46.43
0 . 0 5

16.97
0 . 3 8
3  . 8 7

2 7 . 5 3

6 1 7
45.46
0 . 0 7

16 40
0 .  5 7
3 . 6 1

2 7 . 7 7

8  7 4
4 5 . 5 4

0 0 5
14 89
0 5 3
3  . 3 9

26 90

1 . 7
46. !
n,d .
1 8 . 3
0 . 5
4 8

2 8 8

Total 99.93 100 05 r00.05 100.04

Rationalized Mole Per Cents

487-20-1 487-20-2 487-20-3
Concen- Concen- Concen-

trate trate trate

487-20-4
Concen- (Average 1-4)

tfale

Theoretical
MsrFezCO(OH)z.2H0487-2'r-l

"Purified"
Mole Vo wt.7a

Meo
FerOr
CO,
HrO

39.21
4 . O 9
2 . 6 2

54 08

3 8 .  7 8
3 . 9 2
3 . 0 4

54 26

3 8 . 3 6
3 8 5
2  7 5

55 .04

3 7 .  8 6
3 7 3
2 7 9

55 62

(38. ss)
( 3 9 8 )
(  3 . 8 0 )
(54 .  7s)

3 8  5 6
3 9 9
3 . 5 1

5 3  . 9 4

38.5  46 .9
3 . 9  1 8  6
3 9  5 1

53.1  4 .2  (HrO)
2s .2  (oH)

Atomic Ratios
(Cations on the basis of 29 oxygens)

Mg
Fe3t
C
H

1 0 . 3 1
2 . 1 6
0 . 7 3

28.02

1 0 .  1 6
2 0 6
0 8 1

28.28

9 . 9 3
2 . O 5
0 .  7 5

29 02

9 . 9 9
1.  .97
0 7 6

29 06

10 08  10
2 0 8  2
0 9 2  r

2 7  8 5  2 8

1 All concentrates contain small amounts of chrysotile and a hydrotalcite-pyroaurite mineral, An analysis
of chrysoti le similar to this impurity gave: SiOr 41.42, FezOa 2.05, FeO 1.61, CaO 0 54, MgO 40.62, HrO 13.66
ttt. /6.

2 Includes O.4/p MnOz,0 05% AlzOr. Sample totaled less than 0.500 grams, hand-picked from 200 mesh-
size material.

bands of water in the region 2.5 to 3.0 microns and by strong absorptions
at about 6.5 and 7.1 microns, corresponding to carbonate stretching
vibrations. Minor Si-O bands are also present in several of the patterns
shown in Fig. 2 but are due to the presence of admixed serpentine.

Tnenlrar- Sranrrrry

The thermal stability of coalingite has been investigated by means of
differential thermal analyses (DTA), thermal gravimetr). (TGA), and
static heating experiments, the results of which are shown in Figs. 3 to 5,
and tabulated in Table IV. The TGA pattern in Fig. 4 was obtained using
a Stanton Thermobalance. All weight losses must take into account the
presence of about l5-207o chrysoti le in the sample examined. Thus a
weight loss of 2l/o recalatlated to approximately 25/6.
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COALINGITE
Mg,"Fe,CO,(OHt zH.O

HYDROTALCITE
MqcAlzCO!(OH)G 4H,O

SJOGRENITE
Mq.FeaCO!(OH),c 4H:O

STICHTITE
Mg5CrrCO!(OH),.4HrO

HYDROMAGNESITE
N4q.(coJ"(0Ht 3H"0

ARTINITE
M9,C0.(oH)s 3H?O

Frc. 2. Inlrared spectra of coalingite and related minerals.

Three separate endotherms can be observed in the DTA pattern of
coalingite, not including the weak reaction peaks in the region 6000-
800" C., which are due to the presence of admixed chrysotile in the sam-
ple. From a consideration of the proposed formula {or coalingite, MgroFez
(COt(OH)rt'2HzO, and the thermal gravimetric data shown in Fig. 4,
the endotherm at about 175o-180" C. corresponds to the Ioss of the two
waters of crystallization from the coalingite structure. The second endo-
therm at about 310"-315o C. was first thought to be due to the loss of
carbon dioxide from the structure, but the results of the static heating
experiments discussed below indicated that this peak corresponds to a
structural transition, rather than to a weight-loss reaction of any kind.
The absence of a break in the TGA curve in this temperature region also
supports this contention. The very strong endotherm at about
4000-405o C. must therefore correspond to theloss of both COr and OH
water from the structure.

The DTA pattern of hydrotalcite from Snarum, Norwal', also shown in
Fig. 3, exhibits endotherms similar to those of coalingite, but at slightly
different temperatures and with different magnitudes, suggesting that
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roo 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900
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Irro. 3. Dill-erential thermal analysis patterns of coalingite and hydrotalcite.

minerals of the hvdrotalcite-pyroaurite group behave in a similar manner
when heated. The evoiution of COz from the hydrotalcite lattice may
well account for the sharp peak on the side of the major endotherm,
which in coalingite, is rnerely not resolved.

In order to characterize more completely the phases formed by the
thermal decomposition of coalingite, as well as to verify the above as-
signn.rents of endotherms, a number of static heating experiments were
carried out, the results oI which are l isted in Table IV. Approximately
500 mg of "purified" coalingite, containing about 1O/o chrysotile and
trace quantit ies of brucite and hydrotarlcite, were heated statically in a
small furnace. At the end of each heating period small samples were ex-
amined by means of infrared absorption techniques or by fi im r-ray dif-
fraction methods. Frequently, samples which had dehydrated were found
to rehydrate upon exposure to the atmosphere in a matter of hours. In this
case, additional r-rav andf or I.R. studies of the rehydrated material
were also made.

From the results i isted in Table IV, it can be seen that coalingite de-
composes in three distinct steps, corresponding to the formation ol sev-
eral structurally unique phases. Natural coalingite is stable in air to about
1200 C. whereupon it loses its waters of crystall ization. At this temper-
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Frc. 4. Thermal gravimetric analysis of a colaingite-rich concentrate (contbining about

15ol chrysotile)
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'I'elr,n IV. Rnsur,ts ol Sralc Hrarrxc ExprnrltnNts oN Coar.rxcrtB

Coalingite phases presenti

Sample Temperature " C. 
'fime hours

fr-fay

diffraction

Infrared
absorption

487 -7 4-r
487 7+-2
487-74-3
487-7+-4
487-74-5
487 74-6
487-7+ 7
487-74-8
487 -74-9
487-74-t0
487 -7 4 1r
487-74,r2
487-74-13
487-7+-14
487 -7 4 l5
487-74-16
+ 6 1 - l + - t l

487-74-t8
487 -7 4-r9
487 -74-20
487-7+-21

25
1 1 0
130
150
165

Ilewet2
187

Reivet2

220
Rewet2
247

Rewet2
265 270
Reu'et
285-290

. t l . )

335-340
JOU

395 400
MO_M5

495

Coalingite
Coalingite
Coalingite3
Coalingite3
Dehydrate I

Coalingite
Dehydrate I

Coalingite
Dehydrate I

Coalingite
Dehydrate I

Coalingite
Dehydrate II
Dehydrate II
Dehydrate II
Dehydrate II

Periciase
Periclase
Periclase
Periclase
Periclase

Coalingite
Coalingite
Dehydrate
Dehydrate
Dehydrate
Dehydrate
Dehydrate

A

64
20
16

1 6

l6

1 6

1 8
6

66
16
1 6
18
18

Not Determined
Dehydrate I

Not Determined
Dehydrate I

Not Determined

Dehydrate I

Dehydrate I

Dehydrate II
Dehydrate II

Periclase
Periclase
Periclase
Periclase
Periclase

I Admixed chrysotile was present in all samples. X-ray patterns of all phases are listed
in Table V.

2 "Rewet" samples represent the rehydrated counterparts of the previous sample.
This rn'as accomplished by adding several drops of water to both the r-ray mount and the
material in the crucible and allowing them to dry at slightly above room temperature.

3 The anomalous existence of coalingite above 120o C. is discussed in the text.

ature a phase designated as dehydrate I is formed, which has an f-ray dif-
fraction pattern distinct from that of coalingite or any other known phase
(Table V and Fig.5). From infrared data there appears to be no loss of
C02 accompan)'ing this reer.ction, although a slight rearrangement of the
carbonate ion in the lattice is indicated from shifts in the positions of the
two main carbonate bands in the I. R. spectrum. The first endotherm of
the DTA pattern and the init ial weight loss shown on the TGA pattern
verify a reaction of this t1,'pe in this temperature region.

ff the dehr-drate I phase is rewet, or allowed to stand exposed to the
atmosphere for several hours, the dehydration reaction is reversed and
the sarnple rehydrates, yielding a material having a\ *ray pattern iden-
tical with the original coalingite starting material. The dehydration-re-
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Taer,r V. X-Rav Dillnacrrox PerrpnNs ol Coalnrcrrn AND DEHl'DRArno Pnonucrs

Coalingiter
487 -74-9 487-74-24

Dehydrate 12 Dehydrate [Ir
487-74-22
Periclasel

I/IoI/IoI/Iol/Io

13.4
6  .05
4 . 7 5
4 . 2 0
2 . 6 7
2 6 2
2 . 5 2
2 . 3 4
1 .884
1 . 7 6 7
r . 7 t 2
1 .558
1 .509
1.462
1 .430
1  .313
r .298
0.998

4B

1
8
3
I
2

1B
10

5

6 4 6

5 . M
3 8 0
2 . 4 0
1 . 7 3
1 .56

5 .00
2 . 7 0
2 . 3 7
2 . r 2
1 . 7 9
1 . 5 5
t .49
1 . 3 1

2 . 4 3
2 . r 0

r .49
r . 2 7
t . 2 2

5
1
9

< 1
< 1

< 1
< 1

I
10

7
< 1

1

10
2
z

2
2

1 B

1 Measured from film.
2 Measured from diffractometer tracing.

hydration reaction has been accomplished several t imes with the exact
same sample of coalingite at about 120o C. Upon rehydration, the car-
bonate infrared absorption bands do not revert to their original positions
indicating that the carbonate ions, once re-oriented remain unchanged
when the sample is rehydrated. It should be pointed out that in many
cases the r-ray diffraction pattern of coalingite changes to that of the
dehydrate I phase at l20o C. only after the sample has been preheated at
a higher temperature. The sample used in this experiment required a pre-
heating at 1650 C. (Tabte IV); others failed to transform until they had
been heated to nearly 200o C. In all cases, however, once the transforma-
tion had taken place, all samples then reacted rapidly and reversibly at
1200 C.; the carbonate absorptions changed position immediately at
l20o C., even when the r-ray diffraction pattern remained that of normal
coalingite. The explanation for this behavior is still under investigation.

The dehydrate I phase is stable to about 255o-275" C., where it trans-
forms into another phase, dehydrate II. The dehydrate If phase is also
characterized by a unique *-ray diffraction pattern, as listed in Table V
and shown in Fig. 5. Above 275" C. a further rearrangement of the
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carbonate ions in the lattice is indicated by infrared absorption data.

This reaction is not reversible and apparently represents a structural

transition rvhich is rzol accompiished b,v a loss of either COz or water. No

weight loss in this temperature region is indicated from either the TGA

pattern or the infrared absorption spectra and therefore the small endo-

therm shorvn in the DTA pattern must correspond to a transition, rather

than  to  a  l oss  o I  vo la t i l e  cons t i t uen l s .
Dehydrate II is stable only over a narrow temperature range and de-

composes to periclase at approximatelv- 3200 C. No attempt has been

made to characterize completely the oxide product and undoubtedly a

COALINGITE DEHYDRATE I DEHYDRATE PERICLASE

l l
l i
i i .

^'^{ 
Ti _ :l'{:.::j3i:!! : }'

Frc. 6. Thermal decomposition schematic for coalingite.

small amount of iron is present in the periclase lattice. From the infrared

data a third rearrangement of the carbonate ions is indicated and al-

though a marked decrease in the absorption values for carbonate was ob-

served, a small but significant quantit l. of carbon dioxide was sti l l  noted

in the fired product. The evolution of hydroxyl water from the dehydrate

II phase is also indicated by these data. Correspondingl.v, a large endo-

therm can be seen in the D1'A pattern at about 4000 C., as well as a large

weight-loss in the TGA pattern, at about 380o C. Thus the results of both

the d.vnamic and static heating experiments suggest that water and

carbon dioxide are evolved at about 320o C., yielding an oxide product.

A schematic representation of the thermal decomposition of coalingite

is shown in Fig. 6. A cursorl ' examination of the thermal decomposition

of hydrotalcite indicates similar reactions. At about 150o C., hydrotalcite

also dehydrates in a reversible manner.

GBNBsrs oF CoALTNGTTE

In general, the Coalinga asbestos ore consists of a mixture of several

physically different types of serpentine material including (1) hard'

dense, dark-colored serpentinite fragments' ranging in size from fractions

of an inch to boxcar dimensions and which consist of either lizardite or

antigorite, chrysoti le, brucite and magnetite, (2) large, tough, Ieatherv

H r O , C 0 2

i
320"C

]I

I

X-RAY-PHASE CHANGE TO PERICLASE
INFRAREO -  CO]  REARRANGEMENT

LOSS OF (OH}  AND CO?
D T A - M A J O R € N D O T H E R M
T G A _  MAJOR SINGLE WEIGHT LOSS
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sheets of matted chrysoti le, which range up to several square feet in size,
(3) small, britt le, bladed and platy pieces of green serpentine, ranging in
size from fractions of an inch to several square inches, and which have
been found to be pure chrysoti le, and (4) soft, f lexible, f laky agglomerates
of friable asbestos, varying from about +" to l" in diameter, and which
contain appreciable amounts of both the hard serpentinite fragments and
the green-bladed material. Although smaller amounts of brucite, magne-
tite and platy serpentine minerals are also present in this Iatter material,
it consists predominantly of chrysotile itself .

From a study of numerous dril l  hole samples and hand specimens from
various portions of the serpentinite, several pertinent observations have
been made. Although the fresh asbestos ore, collected at depth, is gray-
green in color, ore from the surface weathering zone is tan to gra1.-brown
in color. Secondly, fresh ore is relatively rich in brucite, while surface ore
is depleted in that phase and contains varying amounts of coalingite and
the hydrotalcite-pyroaurite mineral discussed above. More specifically,
the serpentinite "boulders" in the fresh ore appear to be enriched in bru-
cite, compared with the softer asbestos surrounding them. Likewise,
coalingite appears to be most abundant in the weathered ('boulders" in
the surface zone, which themselves are nearly devoid of brucite. Such
observations by themselves suggest that coalingite is formed bv the alter-
ation of pre-existing brucite during the weathering of the Coalinga
asbestos ore.

Petrographic studies of a number of the serpentinite "boulders" have
shown that brucite is intimately associated with serpentine on a micro-
scopic scale, probably the result of the original alteration of an olivine-
rich rock to serpentine and brucite. Thin sections of both the hard, dense.
relatively unweathered inner portion of a large serpentinite "boulder,"'
and of the softer, brown-colored, highly weathered outer portion of the
same "boulder" were examined and are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. In the
fresh, unweathered inner portion of the "boulder" brucite is present not
only as vein fillings, but as scaly, randomly oriented aggregates admixed
with the serpentine. The weathered, outer portion of the "boulder,"'
shown in Fig. 8, contains abundant reddish-brown coalingite, f i l l ing vein-
lets, interspersed with brucite grains and intergrown with both the bru-
cite and the serpentine. Although black and white prints only, are shown
in Figs. 7 and 8, under crossed polars the l ight yellow color of brucite and
the reddish brown color of coalingite readily distinguish these phases
from the blue-white matrix of serpentine. These results corroborate the
above suggestion that coalingite has formed from brucite in the surface
weathering zone oI the ore body.

Approximately twelve months after the sample from the inner, weath-
ered portion of the serpentinite "boulder," described above, was identi-.

1909
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Frc. 7. Photomicrograph of fresh, unweathered, inner portion of a serpentinite

"bouider." Brucite (B) in a matrix of serpentine. (Crossed polars, 150X).

fied by f-ray diffraction techniques as containing serpentine{brucite, a
second exanination of the same powdered sample was made. At this time
the sample $ras found to consist of serpentine*some brucite*some
coalingite. The surface of sti l l  another serpentinite sample was observed
to have changed from a gray-green color to a mottled gray-brown color
during this same period, and *-ray diffraction studies of material scraped
from the discolored surface indicate the presence of a trace quantity of
coalingite, which formed during the twelve-month exposure to the atmo-
sphere. Such results stronglf indicate that coalingite is formed from
pre-existing brucite in air, and in a matter of months.

Electron probe anaiyses, using an Associated Electrical Industries
apparatus, of a series of brucite-rich serpentinites from the New Idria
serpentinite have indicated that much of the brucite present in the
asbestos ore is significantly richer in iron than the serpentine material
surrounding it. Typical data determined on a sample containing serpen-
tine, brucite and magnetite, are discussed below and illustrated in Fig. 9.
In Fig. 9-A the electron image of the field examined is shown and an array
of light and dark areas can be seen throughout the field. Such an assem-
blage is not atypical of the serpentinite specimens from this deposit
examined to date and probably represents an intergrowth of serpentine
and brucite (see also Fig. 7). The black grain in the upper right-hand
corner of the field is magnetite. The sil icon r-ray image, shown in Fig. 98,
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Fre.8. Photomicrographoffriable,weatheredportionofthesameserpentinite"boulder"
shown in Fig. 7. Coalingite (C) replacing brucite (B) in a matri-r of serpentine (dark

areas). (Crossed polars, 150X).

suggests that several regions of the field are devoid of silicon, while sev-
eral others are substantially depleted in this element. The silicon-rich
areas are undoubtedly serpentine. The magnetite grain is also free of
sil icon, as expected.

The magnesium r-ray image in Fig. 9C shows that, with the exception
of the magnetite grain, magnesium is a ubiquitous constituent of the
sample, and that it is present in about the same amount throughout. The
iron r-ray image shown in Fig. 9D iqdicates that the silicon-free areas
(brucite) are richer in iron than the sur.rounding serpentine material. A
profiIe of the iron content across the field is shown in Fig. 9E super-
imposed on the electron image. The darker colored areas can be seen to be
iron-rich. Quantitative estimates of the iron content of various points in
the field by Mrs. G,. Faulring are also listed in Fig. 9. From the data ob-
tained on this sample and on several other similar samples, much of the
brucite in the Coalinga asbestos deposit appears to contain about15-18/6
iron.

These data, coupled with the brucite-coalingite transformations dis-
cussed above, indicate that coalingite develops directly from iron-rich
brucite in serpentinite rocks of the Coalinga asbestos deposit in the sur-
face oxidation zone of the deposit. In air, the following reaction is con-
ceivable:
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(Mg16Ferr+)(OHSrn t  t /2Oz + CO, + 2HzO :  Mgr0Fe23+(CO3)(OH)r,  2HrO

Iron-rich brucite f air : coalingite

A similar reaction may also take place in the presence of carbon dioxide-
rich ground waters, if the oxygen activity is high enough.

9A. Electron image 98. Silicon r ray ipa*"

9C. Magnesium r-ray image 9D. Iron r-ray image

Iron content at points indicated on the
electron image (9A)

1 :727o  Fe
2: 17 .sTa
s:2 27a
4 :7 .1%
s: r.87a

9E. Iron profile superimposed on
electron image

Frc 9. Electron probe analysis of sample 487-52-7. Brucite-rich serpentinite
from the Atlas pit. 360X.
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